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IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

Major appliances are complex electromechanical devices. General Electric Company’s Major Appli-
ance Service Publications are intended for use by individuals possessing adequate backgrounds of
electrical, electronic, and mechanical experience. Any attempt to repair a major appliance may result
in personal injury and property damage. General Electric Company cannot be responsible for the
interpretation of its service publications, nor can it assume any liability concerning their use.

SAFE SERVICING PRACTICES

To preclude the possibility of resultant personal injury * and/or property damage, ** it is important
that safe servicing practices be observed. The following are examples, but without limitation, of such
safe practices.

1) Before servicing, always disconnect the product from its electrical power source by removing the
product’s electrical plug from the wall receptacle, or by removing the fuse (or tripping the circuit
breaker to OFF) in the branch circuit serving the product.

NOTE: If a specific diagnostic check requires electrical power be applied (e.g., a voltage or
amperage measurement, etc.), reconnect electrical power only for the time required for such a
check, and disconnect it immediately thereafter. During any such check, ensure no other conduc-
tive parts (panels, etc.) – or you – be exposed to any exposed current-carrying metal parts.

2) Never interfere with or bypass the proper operation of any feature, part or device engineered into
the product.

3) If a replacement part is required, use the specified General Electrical Company part, or an
equivalent, which will provide comparable performance.

i

* PERSONAL INJURY, in the form of electrical shock, burns, cuts or abrasions, etc. can occur
spontaneously to the individual while attempting to repair or service the product, or may occur at a
later time to any individual in the household who may come in contact with the product – unless safe
servicing practices are observed.

** PROPERTY DAMAGE, resulting from fire, flood, etc., can occur immediately or at a later time
as a result of attempting to repair or service the product – unless safe servicing practices are ob-
served.



2) Read the SAFETY PRACTICES section in this book for additional SAFE SERVICING PRAC-
TICES.

3) Don’t attempt a product repair if you have any doubts as to your ability to complete it in a safe
and satisfactory manner.

ii

4) Prior to reconnecting the electrical power source to the washer or dryer, be sure that:

a) all electrical connections within the product are correctly and securely connected,

b) all electrical harness leads are properly dressed and secured away from sharp edges, high-
temperature components (e.g. resistors, heaters, etc.) and moving parts,

c) any non-insulated current-carrying metal parts are secure and adequately spaced from all non-
current-carrying parts,

d) all electrical grounds – both internal and external to the product are correctly and securely
connected,

e) all water connections are properly tightened on washers, and
f) all panels and covers are properly and securely reassembled.



IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

This appliance electricity course and all demonstration aids have been designed with the
personal safety of the instructor and students in mind. All jacks are insulated, all terminals and
wiring are either hidden or insulated, the AC power source incorporates both an isolation trans-
former and a current limiting resistor, as well as a fuse and an ON/OFF switch that services all
AC sources.

In order to provide the functionality for which this training was designed, some live electrical
components may be exposed.

Any electrical or mechanical component can develop a malfunction with use, transportation,
and handling.

Safe service practice dictates that all electrical and mechanical devices be handled with the
assumption that a malfunction has negated the effect of the built-in safety design.
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VOLUME 1 REVIEW

It is our intent, through this course, to provide you with a solid foundation in the understand-
ing and application of the principles of electrical diagnosis. We have included material in this presen-
tation that  will be covered in depth, as well as reference material that you can use to help foster a
better understanding of electrical diagnosis.

SOURCE, PATH, AND LOAD

In Appliance Electricity Volume 1, we explored the concepts of source, path, and load.. A
good representations of these concepts is a simple Ohm’s law pie chart.

1

This simple chart provides the key to understanding and application of these 3 basics prin-
ciples of electricity.



SOURCE

Source is the potential available to perform work, represented by “E” for electromotive force.

2

This source, measured in AC or DC volts, is the part of the equation that provides us with the
ability to perform an electrical task.

When measuring the “E”, always remember to select the proper voltage type (AC or DC), the
appropriate Neutral for AC or Ground for DC, and the appropriate voltage scale. We strongly
recommend setting your meter to the highest voltage scale for first check.



SOURCE

3

The meter you use may have a multifunction voltage setting, as shown below.

Using this type of meter requires selection of voltage amount and type - select highest volt
scale and set slide switch to correct voltage type.

Note:
These setting are generic representations. Please refer to your meter and it’s manual

for proper voltage settings.
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SOURCE

The voltage reading displayed on your meter can be read directly, in this case 120 VAC. We
know it is 120 because the meter display indicates that amount and that is ACV because we have the
meter set to ACV.

Selecting a scale lower than available potential results in a reading of “OL”, or overload.

Remember that this display when using voltage scale indicates the presence of voltage greater
than the scale set on the meter.

It is good practice to check your meter setting after finding an indication of no voltage to
verify that scale is set properly.



SOURCE

Expectations of potential from wall outlets should be compared to actual reading to deter-
mine source value.

5

Expectation is 120 VAC from L1 to Neutral and 120 VAC from L1
to Ground.

There should be no voltage present between Neutral and Ground.

Expectation is 120 VAC from L1 to Neutral and 120 VAC from L2 to
Neutral.

Expectation is 240 VAC from L1 to L2.

Expectation is 120 VAC from L1 to Neutral and 120 VAC from L2 to
Neutral.

Expectation is 120 VAC from L1 to Ground and 120 VAC from L2 to
Ground..

Expectation is 240 VAC from L1 to L2.

There should be no voltage present between Neutral and Ground.



PATH

Path refers to all the connections and components that provides a “path” for the source
voltage to travel to the load resistance. Path is represented by the “R” in the equation, meaning the
resistance to the flow of electrons. Remember that no path is a perfect conductor, so there is always
some resistance.
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This path, measured in ohms, is the part of the equation that provides us with the ability to
perform an electrical task.

When measuring the “R”, always remember to select the ohm scale. Selecting an inappropri-
ate scale results in an “OL” reading that can mean Open Lead or Over Load. Accordingly, we suggest
testing components beginning with the highest scale. In doing so, an “OL” reading indicates an open
path. A reading of any other value may require you to drop down to another scale selection.



PATH

Selecting the proper ohm scale.

7

This is the highest ohm scale available - an “OL” display here indicates an open path. Recommended
starting point for unknown resistance value.
This scale can read up to 19,999,999 ohms - display shown is 19,990,000 ohms, best resolution
possible with meter and scale.

This scale can read up to 1,999,999 ohms - display shown is 1,999,000 ohms, best resolution pos-
sible with meter and scale.

20M SCALE

2M SCALE
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PATH

This scale can read up to 199,999 ohms - display shown is 199,900 ohms, best resolution possible
with meter and scale.

This scale can read up to 19,999 ohms - display shown is 19,990 ohms, best resolution possible with
meter and scale.

200K  SCALE

20K  SCALE
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PATH

This scale can read up to 1,999 ohms - display shown is 1,999 ohms, best resolution possible with
meter and scale.

This scale can read up to 199.9 ohms - display shown is 199.9 ohms, best resolution possible with
meter and scale.
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LOAD

Load refers to the work performed by the source when there is a completed path. Current is
represented by the “I” in the equation, meaning the intensity of the current flow and is measured in
amperes.

When measuring the “I”, always remember to select the highest scale. The amperage reading is a
direct reading from ammeter display.

Remember that presence of current indicates a completed path and a source. When there is no
current, the equation is missing either source or path.
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OHM’S LAW

This simple pie chart provides the formulas we need to work with source, path, and load.
Simple mathematical concepts tell us that numbers side by side are multiplied and numbers that are
above and below each other are divided. Application of  these simple mathematical concepts pro-
vides us with the following three formulas:

E = I x R
VOLTS = AMPERES times RESISTANCE

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

R = E / I
RESISTANCE = VOLTS divided by AMPERES
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OHM’S LAW

Before we consider each formula and how it applies to service, we must understand the
method for determining at least two of the values in the equation.  An important item to note is that if
you know 2 of these numbers, you can determine the third. This knowledge is valuable when diag-
nosing series and parallel circuits.

Consider the following simple circuit:

We know that potential voltage from L1 to Neutral SHOULD be 120 VAC. (You should
measure voltage to determine exact source potential.) With this knowledge, we input the first value
into the pie chart.
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OHM’S LAW

We also know the value of the resistance is 30 ohms from reading the value on the schematic.
With this knowledge, we input the second value into the pie chart.

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 120 / 30
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 4
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

Because “I” is measured in amperes, this circuit has a load of 4 amperes.
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OHM’S LAW

We can see the difference in current draw using the same circuit and changing the voltage to
240 VAC.

We know that potential voltage from L1 to L2 SHOULD be 240 VAC. (You should measure
voltage to determine exact source potential.) With this knowledge, we input the first value into the
pie chart.



OHM’S LAW
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We also know the value of the resistance is 30 ohms from reading the value on the schematic.
With this knowledge, we input the second value into the pie chart.

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the un-
known letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 30
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 8
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

Because “I” is measured in amperes, this circuit has a load of 8 amperes.
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OHM’S LAW

The same rules apply when either the voltage or resistance is unknown.

We know that potential voltage from L1 to Neutral SHOULD be 120 VAC. (You should
measure voltage to determine exact source potential.) With this knowledge, we input the first value
into the pie chart.



OHM’S LAW

Using an AC ammeter, we discover the current is 4 amperes.  With this knowledge, we input
the second value into the pie chart.
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Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

R = E / I
RESISTANCE = VOLTS divided by AMPERES

R = 120 / 4
RESISTANCE = VOLTS divided by AMPERES

R = 30
RESISTANCE = VOLTS divided by AMPERES

Because “R” is measured in ohms, this circuit has a resistance of 30 ohms.
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OHM’S LAW

The same rules apply when either the voltage or resistance is unknown.

In this example, we have a schematic that provides two values and does not indicate the
source voltage required. We can input both of these values into the pie to drive the appropriate
equation.
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OHM’S LAW

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the un-
known letter to the left of the equal sign.

E = I x R
VOLTS = AMPERES times RESISTANCE

E = 4 x 30
VOLTS = AMPERES times RESISTANCE

E = 120
VOLTS = AMPERES times RESISTANCE

Because “E” is measured in volts, this circuit has a voltage  of 120 volts.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

When there is more than one resistance in a circuit, it is either a series circuit, a parallel
circuit, or a combination of both.

Series circuits are those circuits in which all the path resistances are connected end to end.
The current must pass through each one in turn to complete the path.

Consider this simple series circuit. When we trace the circuit from L1 to L2, we must pass
through each resistance value in turn. Both heaters must be intact for the path to be complete. Be-
cause the same current passes through two resistance values, the current (amperage) of the circuit is
determined by the source voltage present and the total resistance value of the path. Simply stated, the
resistance of a series circuit is the sum total of all the resistance values present.

E = 240 VAC
Our expectation of source voltage is 240 VAC from L1 to L2.

R = 30 + 30
R = 60

Resistance of a series circuit is the sum of all the resistances.

I = ?
The current value in amperes is not stated and must be calculated from the
voltage and resistance values.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the un-
known letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 60
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 4
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

The load for this circuit “I” is 4 amperes.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Using some simple concepts, we have calculated both the path resistance and total load for
this simple series circuit.

The path resistance is the sum of all the resistances:
Resistance 1 is      30 ohms (plus)
Resistance 2 is      30 ohms (equals)
Total resistance is  60 ohms

Applying the total resistance to the formula derived from the pie chart
E          = I x R
240      = I x 60
240/60 = (Ix60)/60
4          = I

The next value we must determine is how much of the source voltage each resistance uses.

Determination of voltage used be each component in a circuit requires adding them together
to find the total resistance. Once the total resistance is determined, you can use this value along with
the source voltage value to determine current.

Voltage always equals amperes times ohms (E = I * R) In this example, the total current draw
is 4 amperes and the source voltage is 240 VAC. Accordingly, the voltage drop across each resistance
is 120 VAC - 4 amperes times 30 ohms equals 120 VAC. Remember that ALL source voltage is
consumed by the circuit, there is none reserved or left over.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Source voltage expectation is 240 VAC. This represents the value we expect when a sche-
matic identifies the source as L1 and L2.

Although source voltage expectation remains the same, measuring across the individual
resistances shows a voltage drop across each value. Because the two values are equal, voltage is
divided in half creating a voltage divider circuit.

Total source voltage available is 240 VAC - identified by L1 and L2
Total current resistance of circuit is 60 ohms -- resistance value 1 plus resistance value 2 -- 30
ohms plus 30 ohms equals 60 ohms.
Total current draw of circuit is 4 amperes - 240 VAC divided by 30 ohms equals 4 amperes.
Each heater resistance value uses 120 VAC - 30 ohms times 4 amperes equals 120 VAC.

Each heater produces equal amounts of heat because they operate on the same voltage.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Consider the following circuit. This circuit exhibits many similar characteristics of the previ-
ous circuit.

When we trace the circuit from L1 to L2, we must pass through each resistance value in turn.
Both heaters must be intact for the path to be complete. Because the same current passes through two
resistance values, the current (amperage) of the circuit is determined by the source voltage present
and the total resistance value of the path. Simply stated, the resistance of a series circuit is the sum
total of all the resistance values present.

E = 240 VAC
Our expectation of source voltage is 240 VAC from L1 to L2.

R = 15 + 45
R = 60

Resistance of a series circuit is the sum of all the resistances.
Note that although individual values changed, total resistance remains the same.

I = ?

The current value in amperes is not stated and must be calculated from the
voltage and resistance values.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

The pie chart looks the same as the previous example.

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 60
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 4
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

The load for this circuit “I” is 4 amperes.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Using some simple concepts, we have calculated both the path resistance and total load for this
simple series circuit.

The path resistance is the sum of all the resistances:
Resistance 1 is      15 ohms (plus)
Resistance 2 is      45 ohms (equals)
Total resistance is  60 ohms

Applying the total resistance to the formula derived from the pie chart
E          = I x R
240      = I x 60
240/60 = (Ix60)/60
4          = I

The next value we must determine is how much of the source voltage each resistance uses.

Determination of voltage used be each component in a circuit requires adding them together
to find the total resistance. Once the total resistance is determined, you can use this value along with
the source voltage value to determine total current.

Voltage always equals amperes times ohms (E = I * R) In this example, the total current draw
is 4 amperes and the source voltage is 240 VAC. Accordingly, the voltage drop across the first resis-
tance value is 60 VAC - 4 amperes times 15 ohms equals 60 VAC and the voltage drop across the
second resistance value is 180 VAC - 4 amperes times 45 ohms equals 180 VAC. Remember that
ALL voltage is consumed in a circuit, there is none reserved or left over.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Source voltage expectation is 240 VAC. This represents the value we expect when a sche-
matic identifies the source as L1 and L2.

Although source voltage expectation remains the same, measuring across the individual
resistances shows a voltage drop. Because the two values are not equal, voltage is divided according
to individual resistance values.

Total source voltage available is 240 VAC - identified by L1 and L2
Total resistance of circuit is 60 ohms - 15 ohms for heater one and 45 ohms for heater two.
Total current of circuit is 4 amperes - 240 volts divided by 60 ohms equals 4 amperes
Heater resistance value one uses 60 VAC - 4 amperes times 15 ohms equals 60 volts.
Heater resistance value two uses 180 VAC - 4 amperes times 45 ohms equals 180 volts.

Each heater produces different amounts of heat because they operate on the different voltage.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Application of these principles to appliance schematics is a simple task. We will begin by
considering a simple series circuit that is one the more common circuits you encounter - that of a
switch and a load, such as a light circuit in an appliance.

This series circuit has a light switch in series with a light bulb. When one component is open,
the path is not complete and the light bulb does not light.

Closing the switch and thereby completing the circuit causes source voltage to flow through
the completed path. Because with have source and a completed path, we have a load - the light bulb.
The light bulb performs the task it was designed for and illuminates.

If any part of this series circuit is open causing an incomplete path the light bulb will not
illuminate.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Source voltage testing is similar to a series circuit with multiple loads (resistance values).

Source voltage expectation, because schematic identifies L1 and N, is 120 VAC.

The actual point we measure the source voltage does not matter as long as we have one meter
probe on the line side of  the open switch and one meter probe on the neutral side of the open switch.

We can also measure line voltage when one meter probe is on the line side of a the load and
the other meter probe is on the neutral side of the load.

If a component has a resistance value you can measure, it is considered a potential load.

When a component has a resistance value of 0 ohms, it is considered a switch.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Electric range surface units switches are another example of a common series circuit present
on today’s appliances. Infinite heat switches, as used in current production, can be current sensitive
or voltage sensitive. Current sensitive switches use a series circuit to control the amount of heat
generated by the heating element.

In this circuit, we have two heaters in series, as well as a pilot light branch circuit.

When the switch is turned on (closed), there is a path for the source from L1 to L2 through
the heater in the switch and the surface unit. This completed path creates a load and both heating
elements begin to heat.

This is a series circuit so the amount of source voltage applied to each heater is determined
by its’ resistance value.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

What is the total current draw of this circuit?

E = 240 VAC
Our expectation of source voltage is 240 VAC from L1 to L2.

R = 0.1 + 48
R = 48.1

Resistance of a series circuit is the sum of all the resistances.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 48.1
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 4.99
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE
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SERIES CIRCUITS

What is the voltage drop across each component?

I = 4.99
R1 = 0.1
R2 = 48

The heater in the switch operates on 0.5 VAC. Subtracting this value from source tells us that
the surface unit operates at 239.5 VAC.

E = I x R
E = 4.99 x 0.1
E = 0.5

E = I x R
E = 4.99 x 48
E = 239.5
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Series circuits are designed to use specific resistance value. Substitution of parts can have
unintended results.

Consider what happens when this current sensitive surface unit switch designed for a 6 inch
1250 watt heating element is installed on a 2100 watt 8 inch heating element.

Note that in this schematic, the value of the surface unit has changed from 48 ohms to 27
ohms. The value of the switch heater, however, remains 0.1 ohms. (In reality, the switch designed for
this circuit should be 0.05 ohms).

When the switch is turned on (closed), there is a path for the source from L1 to L2 through
the heater in the switch and the surface unit. This completed path creates a load and both heating
elements begin to heat.

This is a series circuit so the amount of source voltage applied to each heater is determined
by its’ resistance value. Because the wrong switch is installed, the switch heater produces a different
amount of heat than the circuit was designed for.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

What is the total current draw of this circuit?

E = 240 VAC
Our expectation of source voltage is 240 VAC from L1 to L2.

R = 0.1 + 27
R = 27.1

Resistance of a series circuit is the sum of all the resistances.
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SERIES CIRCUITS

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 27.1
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 8.86
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE
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SERIES CIRCUITS

What is the voltage drop across each component?

The heater in the switch, designed to operate at 0.5 VAC, now  operates on 0.9 VAC. Sub-
tracting this value from source tells us that the surface unit operates at 239.1 VAC.

I = 8.86
R1 = 0.1
R2 = 27

E = I x R
E = 8.86 x 0.1
E = 0.9

E = I x R
E = 8.86 x 27
E = 239.1
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SERIES CIRCUITS

Because the wrong switch was installed, the heater in the switch is much hotter than it should
be. This causes the burner to cycle sooner than it should - there is not enough on time for the surface
unit to produce the desired amount of heat.

Remember that series circuits are designed to provide specific voltage at specific points in the
circuit. Substituting a different value for one or mor more of these components causes the voltage
values to change at each component. Since the current is determined by voltage and resistance, the
current value also changes.  Simply stated, changing the resistance value in a series circuit also
changes the component voltage and current causing the circuit to perform differently than designed.

Only one path for current flow
Current is same at all points

Sum of voltage drops = source voltage
Sum of individual resistances = total resistance
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

A parallel circuit is one in which there are one or more points where the current divides and
follows different paths. In a parallel circuit, the loads are connected so that the current from the
source divides between loads. Ohm’s law states that this is inversely proportional relationship - low
resistance, more current and high resistance less current.

Remember this series circuit? We’ll use the same values in a parallel circuit to see the what
effect there is on the circuit.

Note the difference between the two circuits. The series circuit path is from line one through
each of the heaters in turn. The parallel circuit has a path through each circuit, or more than one
potential path. (There are two paths in the above example.)

An open heater on the series circuit results in an open path, while an open heater in the
parallel circuit opens only one of the multiple paths.
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

The current (amperes) of a series circuit is the same at any point in the circuit, while potential
voltage at each component is different.

The current (amperes) in a parallel circuit can be different - you can measure each branch of
the circuit or the entire circuit. Voltage remains constant throughout the circuit.

To determine the resistance value of a parallel circuit with equal resistances you must first
determine the value of the component resistance.

R = 30
Next, total the number of resistances. (components)

R1 plus R2...
2 components.
Finally, divide the total value of the resistance by the number of components.

30 ohms / 2 components
15 ohms circuit resistance
from L1 to L2

 resistance value/number of components
With equal parallel resistance values

R1

R2
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the un-
known letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 15
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 16
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

The load for this circuit “I” is 16 amperes.
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Using some simple concepts, we have calculated both the individual path resistance an total
load resistance for this simple parallel circuit with equal resistances.

The path resistance is single component resistance value divided by the number of values
Resistance is 30 ohms (divided by)
Number of components is       2   (equals)
Total circuit resistance is 15 ohms

Applying the total resistance to the formula derived from the pie chart
E          = I x R
240      = I x 15
240/15 = (Ix15)/15
16          = I

The next value we must determine is how much of the source voltage each resistance uses.

Each branch of parallel circuits have line voltage potential available. (240 VAC in the above
example). There is 240 VAC available to operate the top heater and 240 VAC to operate the bottom
heater.
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Source voltage expectation is 240 VAC. This represents the value we expect when a sche-
matic identifies the source as L1 and L2.

Source voltage expectation remains the same and  measuring across the individual resistances
shows no voltage drop.

Total source voltage available is 240 VAC - identified by L1 and L2
Total resistance of circuit is 15 ohms - 30 ohms (equal resistances) and 2 components.
Each heater resistance value is has full voltage potential available.

Each heater produces equal amounts of heat because they operate on the same voltage.
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Consider the following circuit. This circuit exhibits many similar characteristics of the previ-
ous circuit.

When we trace the circuit from L1 to L2, we find two distinct circuits - one through each
resistance value. Only one heater must be intact for the path to be complete. Because the same source
voltage passes through each of the two resistance values, the current (amperage) of the circuit is
determined by the source voltage present and the total resistance value of the path, as well as having
an individual load for each branch. This circuit, however, does not have equal resistance values so
resistance value for entire circuit is determined using an alternate method.

E = 240 VAC
Our expectation of source voltage is 240 VAC from L1 to L2.

R1 = 15 R2 = 45
Resistance of a parallel circuit with unequal resistances is total volts (E) divided by
total amps (I).

I = ?
The current value in amperes is not stated and must be calculated from the
voltage and resistance values, in each branch.
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 15
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 16
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

The load for this branch of  the circuit “I” is 16 amperes.
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 45
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 5.33
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

The load for this branch of  the circuit “I” is 5.33 amperes.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Using some simple concepts, we have calculated both the path resistance an total load resistance for
this simple parallel circuit.

Source voltage is 240 VAC as indicated by the L1 and L2 designation on the schematic.
Current 1 is   16    amperes (plus)
Current 2 is   5.33 amperes (equals)
Total current is   21.33 amperes

Applying the total current to the reciprocal formula
R total         =  E total/ I total
R total          =  240 / 21.33
R total          =  11.25
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R total = E total / I total

Total source voltage available is 240 VAC - identified by L1 and L2

Heater 1 current value is 16    - I = E/R or I = 240/15 for 16 amperes.
Heater 2 current value is 5.33 - I = E/R or I = 240/15 for 5.33 amperes.

Circuit current value is 21.33 - I total = I1 + I2 or I total = 16 + 5.33 for 21.33 amperes

Total resistance of circuit is 11.25 ohms - R total = E total / I total or R total = 240/21.33 for
11.25 ohms.

Each heater produces different amounts of heat - they operate on the same voltage but
have different resistance values.

Resistance value of a parallel circuit is ALWAYS lower than the lowest single value present
in the circuit.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT

Electric range surface units switches are a good example of a common parallel circuits
present on today’s appliances. Infinite heat switches, as used in current production, can be current
sensitive or voltage sensitive. Voltage sensitive switches use a parallel circuit to control the amount
of heat generated by the heating element.
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In this circuit, we have two heaters in  parallel, as well as a branch leg for the pilot light in
parallel, for a total of three distinct circuits.

When the switch is turned on (closed), there is a path for the source from L1 to L2 through
the heater in the switch as well as a path through the surface unit. These completed paths create two
loads and both heating elements begin to heat.

This is a parallel circuit so the amount of source voltage applied to each heater is determined
by the source voltage potential.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT
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What is the total current draw of this circuit?

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 15K
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = .02
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

Switch heater

The load for this branch of  the circuit “I” is .02 amperes.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT
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What is the total current draw of this circuit?

Surface Unit

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 48
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 5
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

The load for this branch of  the circuit “I” is 5 amperes.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT
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What is the total current draw of this circuit?

R total = E total / I total
R total = 240 / (.016 + 5)
R total = 240 / 5.016
R total = 47.85

I = E / R
I = 240 /47.85
I = 5.016

The load for this circuit “I” is 5.016 amperes.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT

The advantage of a parallel circuit for this type of application is that the switches are compat-
ible across all heating element values.
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Substituting an 8 inch surface element for a 6 inch surface element for a voltage sensitive
switch that uses a parallel circuit yields the following results.

When the switch is turned on (closed), there is a path for the source from L1 to L2 through
the heater in the switch as well as a path through the surface unit. These completed paths create two
loads and both heating elements begin to heat.

This is a parallel circuit so the amount of source voltage applied to each heater is determined
by the source voltage potential.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT
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What is the total current draw of this circuit?

Switch heater

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 15K
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = .02
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

The load for this branch of  the circuit “I” is .02 amperes, unchanged from when used on a 6
inch surface unit.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT
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What is the total current draw of this circuit?

Note that we now have 2 values in the pie chart. We can now select the formula that uses the
unknown letter to the left of the equal sign.

I = E / R
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 240 / 27
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

I = 8.9
AMPERES= VOLTS divided by RESISTANCE

Surface Unit

The load for this branch of  the circuit “I” is 8.9 amperes, much higher than  when used on a
6 inch surface unit.



PARALLEL CIRCUIT
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What is the total current draw of this circuit?

R total = E total / I total
R total = 240 / (.02 + 8.9)
R total = 240 / 8.92
R total = 26.9

I = E / R
I = 240 /36.9
I = 8.92

The load for this circuit “I” is 5.016 amperes.



SUMMARY

In summary

SERIES CIRCUITS

Circuit resistance is total of resistance values in circuit.
Voltage drops across each resistance value in circuit. All voltage is used and  it is distributed

proportionally across each resistance value.
Current value is the same throughout the circuit.

PARALLEL CIRCUITS

Total circuit resistance is always less than the lowest value present in circuits involved..
Voltage remains constant for each branch of the circuit - always equal to the source voltage

potential
Total current value in the circuit is the sum of all the branch circuit current values.

COMPOUND CIRCUITS

Today’s appliances apply these principles in many ways. You will encounter complex circuits
that use series circuits, parallel circuits, and combination series and parallel circuits.
Always remember to consider each branch of a circuit individually and you will
achieve success in diagnosis and repair of electrical faults.
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